Team Nadadores Locos,
6 Person Farallon Channel Relay
Date: 7/29-7/31
Course: A Double Crossing of the Farallon Channel
(Gulf of the Farallons), as defined by FISF course
and rules.
Starting east of the Golden Gate Bridge, San
Francisco, CA, swimming to Southeast Farallon
Island, touching the Northeast Buoy in
Fisherman’s Bay, and returning to the east of the
Golden Gate Bridge.
Straight Line Distance: 59.4 statute miles
(29.7 statute miles each way)
Overall Swim Duration: 34:54:15 (leg 1duration 14:27:15; leg 2 duration 20:27:00)
LEG
Leg 1 Start
Leg 2 Finish
Leg 2 Start
Leg 2 Finish

LOCATION
Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco CA,
East of center span
Northeast Buoy in Fisherman’s Bay
Southeast Farallon Island
Northeast Buoy in Fisherman’s Bay
Southeast Farallon Island
Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco CA,
East of center span

LATITUDE/LONGITUDE
N 37 ˚ 48’ 58.2”; W 122˚ 28’ 37.8”

TIME
23:30:12

N 37˚ 42’ 08.3”; W 123˚ 00’ 06.9”

13:57:27

N 37˚ 42’ 08.3”; W 123˚ 00’ 06.9”

13:57:27

N 37˚49’ 7.35”; W 122 28’ 34.61”

10:24:27

Independent Observer 1: Scott Tapley Independent Observer 2: Kimberly Rutherford
Boat & Captain(s) & Navigation: Hyperfish, SF Boat Support - Brent McLain, Marino Cacciotti
Crew Chief: Joe Butler
Crew: Glenn Greene (Crew & First Aid)
Tide Prediction and Planning: Les Mangold
Swimmers and swim rotation order:
1. Amy Appelhans Gubser
2. Kirk McKinney
3. Les Mangold
4. John Sims
5. Jeff Everett
6. Andrew McLaughlin
Press (post swim):
http://dailynews.openwaterswimming.com/2015/08/team-nadadores-locos-does-two-way.html

Review and Historical Record:
In accordance with the swim plan, upon completion of the swim Nadadores Locos team captain will
submit the observer’s report and log to FISF for review and historical documentation. The report and log
will also be submitted to MSF for review and request to include on a list of MSF documented swim.
Swim Category:
Unassisted Marathon Relay Swim
Rules (see pre-swim observer plan and rules review below for more detail):
1. This swim was conducted following the rules for all Farallon Island swims as published by the
Farallon Island Swimming Federation. These rules are based on rules used to govern unassisted
marathon swims in the English Channel by the CSA and CS&PF with the following exceptions.
a. FISF allows swimmers to wear a neoprene cap.
b. CS&PF costume definitions were used to define allowable swimwear.
2. This swim was ALSO conducted following the rules as defined by the Marathon Swimmers
Federation with the following exception:
a. A neoprene cap, non-standard equipment, was used by one of the six swimmers (Les Mangold).
This is allowed by FISF.
Costume & Swim Gear:
1. All swimmers used swimwear that conforms to CS&PF and MSF definitions of standard equipment,
with the exception of the neoprene cap mentioned above.
2. Some swimmers used Mack’s Ear Plugs and used minimal Vaseline for chaffing.
3. The five swimmers, who did not wear a neoprene cap, wore one standard silicon or latex swim cap.
4. All swimmers used standard swim goggles.
Feedings:
N/A - Swimmers fed between swim legs while on the boat. No feeds were administered to swimmers
while in the water.
Weather & Ocean Observations:
Wind: Beaufort Force 0-2 (0-6 knots) during most of the swim, not exceeding Force 3 (7-10 knots)
Water Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit): 58-60 near mainland, 52-54 near islands, (high 60, low 52)
Air Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit): Low 52, High 72.
Swells: Mixed SW, WNW 2-4 feet
Skies: Fog, turning to overcast, hazy with brief sun in the afternoon at the island.
Note: The weather and ocean conditions were nearly perfect for a Farallon Channel attempt. The Ebb
tide provided a significant challenge on the return trip, but surface conditions were favorable and the
team had the collective endurance to swim in place until the flood provided relief and a strong finish.

START, HALF WAY, AND END LOCATIONS
(Confirmed using pilot boat GPS and hand-held Garmin eTrex Vista Cx)
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SPOT TRACKER SCREENS: LOCATED ON ESCORT VESELL HYPERFISH
(Left) Start

(Right) Leaving SF.

(Left) Still moving West

(Right) Leaving the Farallons heading east to SF)
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(Left) Area magnified to show a nearly 1 mile loss (moved backward) from Ebb between approximately 3:30 and 5:30 AM on 7/31.
(Right) You can clearly see the ebb turn to flood for a fast finish.
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Observers’ Narrative
by Scott Tapley
On July 31, 2015, six members of the Nadadores Locos Swim Club, based in San Francisco, completed a
double-crossing of the Gulf of the Farallons (a.k.a. The Farallon Channel).
Team “Locos” swam from east of the Golden Gate Bridge to the Northeast buoy in Fisherman’s Bay on
Southeast Farallon Island and back to the Golden Gate Bridge, covering 59.4 miles (straight line distance)
in 34 hours, 54 minutes, and 15 seconds. The team rotated swimmers at 60-minute intervals until the
swim was completed.
To complete a swim of this magnitude there are many elements that must exist simultaneously. First
and foremost, you must have a well-trained team of swimmers who are properly acclimated to sea
water ranging from the low to mid 50s (Fahrenheit). This team must be trained to maintain confidence
and speed in potentially harsh ocean conditions. They must have both the physical and mental
toughness to swim for 30+ hours with the constant threat of changing weather, large ships, toxic
jellyfish, and lurking predators. They must be able to help each other laugh through pain and trust one
another to care for each other in the dark of night and darkest of waters. They need to know how to
have fun, while maintaining laser focus on a common goal, even when that goal seems impossible. The
successful relay team must also have a carefully thought-out plan and precise execution, including
strategic swim order and expert tide and weather predictions. Everyone must have unwavering trust of
their boat captains and crew, who must have expert knowledge of the channel and the team they are
escorting.
After all of that, they must be lucky. History has shown that even the best of teams (and solos) can be
shut down quickly by unsafe weather or sea conditions, and in some cases the very real threat from local
wildlife.
In the 2015 season alone, one double-relay attempt consisting of some of the most accomplished
swimmers in the world were stopped by significant weather. High wind and huge trailing swells made it
virtually impossible (and certainly unsafe) to continue the swim. Literally hours before the Locos swim,
Simon Dominguez (solo swimmer) was stopped approximately 3 miles short of the Islands by a Great
White Shark encounter.
Then on July 30 and 31 the ocean relaxed creating near perfect conditions for a swim. The Locos had a
plan. They were ready. They had passion, focus, skill, and the grit to get the job done.
The team began their swim just before midnight under foggy skies, a light breeze, and warm (58f) water.
Amy Appelhans Gubser was the first swimmer and took the team from east of the Golden Gate Bridge
along the edge of the shipping lane en route to the Farallons. Somewhere near the end of Amy’s first
shift, the outgoing tide began giving the Locos a fine start to a long journey. There were no stars visible
and we could feel a slight breeze of about 5-7 (mph) for the first couple of hours. As the ebb tide got
stronger, the breeze also picked up to about 7-9. With the ebb working against a 2-4 foot @ 10 second
swell and small wind waves, the swimmers had to endure the “washing machine” effect throughout the
night. During the first night, there were large ships in the distance. Kirk McKinney and Les Mangold
swam during the first ebb and John Sims received some of the first nighttime jellyfish stings. As the lights
of the city faded, Jeff Everett and Andrew McLaughlin got the last of the first ebb. The team averaged

about 2.68mph over the first tide. By the time Amy started the second rotation again, the sea had
calmed down a lot. Water temp was down to 54, but conditions were nearly perfect. With the arrival of
daylight, several sea lions played nearby under gray skies and very light wind. By 7:30 AM the sea was
glassy with some rolling swell. During Kirk’s second shift, we spotted what looked like a wavering tail fin
of a shark. After a slight shock of adrenaline, we determined it was a large sun fish or mola mola. We
saw several others in the distance.
At 11:05 am, the captain reported we were having some engine and transmission trouble. It turned out
to be a broken cable and we would need to continue the swim on one engine. Fortunately this did not
affect the swim or the captain’s ability to control or position the boat. By twelve hours into the swim,
the water was down to 52 and the surface conditions were mirror flat. Some thought they could be on
track for a record-breaking single crossing, but chose to disregard that possibility and focus on the
longer term goal of finishing.
As we got closer to the island, the concern over sharks wasn’t talked about, but you could feel the
tension. Simon’s story from the previous day was fresh in everybody’s minds. Just before Kirk was to
transition to Les for the final approach to the Island, I saw a huge area of green and white bubbles slowly
rising below Kirk. He looked and smiled as if to say, “Did you see that too?” Later we agreed it was
probably a whale deep below him. In the last few minutes of Kirk’s shift, he was forced to swim through
a huge slick of what looked like Whale Poop! It was not pleasant, but there was no way to swim around
it so through he went. Les took over for Kirk as we approached the Island and Fisherman’s Bay. The
closer we got, the louder it got with the roar of sea lions and birds. We saw what looked like Puffins and
strange looking penguin-like birds, among many others. The smell of guano was thick in the air.
I could feel the strange power of the island in that little Bay. It was calming and terrifying at the same
time. I looked down at Les as he stroked toward the buoy and he looks vulnerable. I was jealous of the
opportunity to swim in such powerfully charged water. Finally he had a good sight on the buoy. As he
approached, he flip-turned at the buoy and tagged it a second time for good measure. The tag was at
exactly 1:57:27 in the afternoon on Thursday. Everyone on the boat roared with laughter and cheers in
celebration. The celebration lasted only a few seconds and he turned 180 degrees and headed west
toward San Francisco.
At the Island, the sun was trying to break through the haze, but it never really cleared. It was overcast,
but felt hot. The outside temperature was 68-72 as we left the Island behind us. The water remained in
the low 50s.
As we left the Island, we brought a colony of biting flies with us on the boat. These would remain for
several hours. I think a few made it all the way back to San Francisco. About 2 to 3 miles from the Island
we started to see parades of jellyfish floating by anywhere from 1 to 10 feet below the surface. Most
were 8-12 inches in diameter, but some looked to be the size of a garbage can lid. There were several
varieties, but most were brownish orange and had huge long tentacles. When John jumped back in
around 2:30 he got stung almost immediately. The departure from the island was against a small current
making progress slow, but not worrisome.
During Andrew’s next shift at 4:30 in the afternoon, we were 3.5 miles from Fisherman’s Bay when I saw
some big shadows. Not long after that Andrew stopped and said he could see some large shadows
swimming below him. He wondered if these were 12 foot things just out of sight, or something even
larger at depth. We watched over him closely as Andrew continued to swim. The shadows eventually

went away. Mysteries from the deep were replaced by more jellies and Andrew was being stung
repeatedly, some stopping him in his tracks. Surface conditions however, remained perfect.
On Amy’s next shift at 5:30 in the afternoon, the wind came up slightly and the swell was more
pronounced out of the WNW with some good rollers. The water had warmed back up to 54, but the air
was cooling off and a slight breeze kicked in. Conditions were slightly lumpy, but still great by channel
standards. Everyone continued to receive stings here and there, but nobody was having a significant
reaction to cause concern. Everyone’s spirits and health still seemed great.
Crew member Glen Greene was diligent in keeping everyone fed, hydrated, and re-warmed after a
swim. Amy and Glen made sure everyone got the sleep they needed before their next shift and the
timing of each shift was strictly enforced by crew chief Joe Butler. The service on this cruise gets 5 stars.
By 8:30 in the evening, the sea was flat again and each shift was now producing close to 2 miles of
forward progress. The water remained dark black under overcast skies. There was a near full moon out
there somewhere but not to be seen. Something hard knocked Amy’s goggle off while swimming. We
concluded it was a log or floating debris.
About 1:30 am, swim times started to slow suggesting the start of the ebb. We were about 10 miles out
but the ebb could still be felt. At 2:30 we were 9.56 miles from shore. At 3:30 we were 9.8 from shore
and moving backwards. The team lost about a mile of progress and was pushed slightly to the north. The
ebb pushing against the swell also made for lumpy conditions. There were some scattered white caps.
By now the team was putting in extra effort with every shift just to hold their ground. By 6:30 am the
team was once again making forward progress, albeit slow. Each hour the swim speed was slowing
coming back up, but they were still fighting the ebb. Les got back in at 7:30 and half way through his
shift, the tide seemed to slacken. An hour later the flood was really starting to kick in for John’s swim.
He covered almost 3 miles in 1 hour. The captain turned on the music and there was some premature
celebration. Small Bay Porpoises showed up to see what all the fuss was about. We still had a swimmer
swimming and were not there yet, so we told the captain to shut off the music (mean observers - no
fun).
As Jeff Everett jumped in, the flood was in full force and by 10:00 am we debated whether or not
Andrew would get another chance to swim. Jeff was rolling along in the flood, flying forward through
chop and ship wakes. He seemed to be moving about 4.5+ mph.
As we approached the Golden Gate Bridge, Jeff was ripping along in what Joe Butler described as a
“flood of biblical proportions.” Everyone was yelling to Jeff to swim hard, but he did not hear a word.
Andrew was ready to swim, but by now we knew the swim was nearly over. With a few seconds of
collective breath holding turned to screaming, Jeff passed quickly below the bridge to the east side.
With Jeff clear of the bridge we called the swim at 10:24:27. The team exhaled and went loco with
cheers. Jeff approached the boat and was greeted by the remaining Locos who were stark naked and
jumped in to celebrate a job well-done. As they climbed naked back on the boat, a ferry full of waving
tourists motored by. The Locos, standing proud and tall on the swim step, completely nude, yelled
“Welcome to San Francisco!”

Observer Log (see hand written log for additional details)
(Stroke count taken 5 minutes into each leg and again 45 minutes into each leg)

Start
23:30:12
(11:30:12
PM)

NA

Water
Temp
(F)
58

00:30:04

:22

59

56

1-2

5-7

62/62

1:30:02 AM

:24

57

54

Swell 4
Wav 3

7

52/48

2:30:00

:56

56

54

2-3

9+

63/67

3:30:08

:31

55

54

1-2 w/
4ft
swell

5-6

63.63

4:30:10

:46

55

52

Flat

2-3, w/
gusts

64/65

Time of
Transition

Swimmer

Amy Appelhans Gubser

Kirk McKinney

Transition
Duration

Air
Temp

Wave
Height

Wind
Speed

Stroke
Count

56

1

5

69/70

Les Mangold

John Sims

Jeff Everett

Andrew McLaughlin

Observations
29.7 to FI (STATUTE MILES)
Waiting until 11:30 for the flood to fully end and go
slack. Hoping for flood to kick in soon. Started under
foggy skies @ 11:30:12 PM East of GG.
Amy has a Power Stroke. Looking strong! Can hear lots of
birds. See the lights of a large ship in the distance
outside the gate. When Amy gets out, she reports that
“Something hit me.” Swims 2.9 miles on first leg. Slack
turning to flood. Amy swims on tide change.
26.8 to FI
Seas calm at start, turning very lumpy mid leg. Ebb is
now kicking in strong.
24 to FI
STRONG EBB
Foggy and lumpy with 2-4 foot mixed S and W swell.
Getting more lumpy with ebb crashing into the swell.
Lights of the City starting to fade.
20.1 to FI
Bumpy and disorganized seas. Very quiet on the boat.
Washing machine effect.
John reports getting stung a few times by jellies.
Still overcast skies and VERY dark water.
17.7 to FI
Boat is still rocking and twisting. Captain is doing a great
jobs keeping a straight course and keeping the boat.
Swimmers are doing a great job staying to the right side
of the boat. Jeff seems especially skilled at his
positioning. (some swimmers are breathing mostly on
the right, which doesn’t help.)
15.7 to FI
Swimmers are doing a fantastic job with their transitions.
They practiced this skill and it shows. New swimmer
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Amy Appelhans Gubser

5:30:00

:34

56

54

Flat

2-3

71/70

6:30:30

:53

56

54

Glassy

1

61/62

7:30:01

:31

54

54

Glassy

0-1

47/?

8:30:12

:26

53

55

3-4
swell
No
Waves

0

70/71

9:30:06

:30

54

56

Glassy,
Swelly

0

64/?

Kirk McKinney

Les Mangold

John Sims

Jeff Everett

jumps just before the 1 hour mark, the tag is almost
exactly on the hour (a couple of seconds), and previous
swimmer returns to the boat quickly. Although they have
a 5 minute transition window, most transitions are less
than 45 second. Seas flattening out slightly with a
smooth running swell but swimmers still report lumpy
and disorganized. Andrew reports that it was very hard
to find a rhythm. Touch Swimming and still very dark
skies and water. Andrew got stung on his arm. “One
slithered down by belly!”
13.6 to FI (after first complete rotation)
Starting to look smooth. Still no stars but starting to get
lighter. Huge sea lion pays Amy a visit.
11.6 to FI
Sea is glassy now. Perfect conditions. Very gray and no
land in sight in any direction.
At 7:24 we see what looks like a tail FIN of a shark. Turns
out to be a huge Sun Fish (Mola Mola). We see two more
in the distance. They look a lot like a meandering tail fin
of a large shark, but we are all pretty sure they are just
Sun Fish. Kirk reports a few jelly stings.
9.81 to FI
We are about 10 miles out and can barely see the island
through the haze. Lots of Jellies everywhere now.
Orange and White with very long tentacles. Some moon
jellies too. (nettles? Lions mane?)
8.4 to FI
HUGE JELLIES but mostly below
The crew is having fun, but very focused and working like
a well-oiled machine. Joe (crew chief) is on the clock and
rotations. We (observers are monitoring all timing and
transitions) Team is crewing for each other and taking
turns sleeping and eating. Glen (crew) is doing a fantastic
job looking after everyone and the captains are keeping
a great line. They are taking a slightly line a little South of
the rum line to allow for upcoming currents pushing
slightly North. We should be coming in a little South East
of the island unless currents change.
Forgot to note distance to FI, but at 9:59 we are 6.52 out
Lots and LOTS of sea lions - very curious
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Jeff can’t hear when anyone jells at him. They are calling
him “Deaf Everett.”
10:30:08

:36

52

57

Glassy
2-4
WNW
swell

0

66/?

Time of
Transition
11:30:12

Transition
Duration

Water
Temp
52

Air
Temp
61

Wave
Height
0

Wind
Speed
0

Stroke
Count
78/?

Andrew McLaughlin

(5.68 to FI)
Island is growing larger. Still lots of jellies but still deep.
At 11:05 Glen reports engine and transmission problems.
But says “It should not put the swim at risk.”
Turns out to be a broken cable and we will continue on
with 1 engine.

Observer Log
Swimmer

:27

Amy Appelhans Gubser

Observations
3rd Rotation begins.
It appears the swim is on course for a 14 hour leg 1. Talk
of possibly breaking the 1-way record. Conditions are
perfect. At 12:18 Amy is looking very strong and
hammering. From here, we start to see the white of
breaking waves on the Island.
Almost 12 hours in. Could not have better conditions.
Everyone was complaining about the rough conditions at
night but luckily it clean up marvelously.

12:30:37

Kirk McKinney

:22

54

68

Flat

0

67/67

2.53 to FI
Kirk tells John he is going to give him 3 miles this leg.
Kirk is going all out. Half way into his leg we see big
green bubbles come up all around Kirk. A Whale?
By 12:51 we think we can see the buoy. Sun is just
starting to show through the haze, but it’s very hot out.
Everyone has shed their layers of clothing.
As we get closer to the Island, we start to see more and
more seals and birds, including some puffins. There is
more floating kelp and grass.
At almost the end of his leg, Kirk is forced to swim
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through what appears to be a slick of WHALE POOP!
He clears the poop just in time for Les to relieve him.
13:30:12

:25

53

68

Flat

0

53/52

Les will make the final push to the Buoy. As we approach
Fisherman’s Bay, the sound of the Birds and Seals
echoing off the cliffs is both magical and haunting. There
is a strange and powerful energy at the island. Everyone
on the boat is quiet and mixed with the sounds of
wildlife, you hear nothing but Les’s hands hitting the
water.

Les Mangold
(half way point)

John Sims

Jeff Everett

WATER IS GETTING COLDER, AIR IS GETTING WARMER

14:30:07

:28

52

72

Flat

0

72/73

15:30:05

:26

52?

72

Texture

1

59/58

Les is having some trouble seeing the buoy and starts
swimming off toward the island in the wrong direction.
With some yelling and pointing he redirects to the buoy.
There are calls for a flip turn. Les Flip-turns and tags the
buoy at exactly 1:75:27 in the afternoon on Thursday
7/30. Lots of laughs and cheers from the boat ensue.
Coldest water readings yet at 52.
27.4 to GG
Jeff shows more shivering after this shift. First shivers I
see, but Jeff says he has shivered after each leg. Seems
worse this time, but he has 5 hours to warm up.
The team is tired yet looking very strong. The great
condition certainly helps, but the team is strong and has
a very positive energy. You can tell they all swim
together a lot. If these conditions hold, they have a
good chance at doing this, but everyone is trying to stay
“in the moment.”
We have been joined by a million or so flies from the
island that decided to stow away on the Hyperfish. Is
killing a fly a rule violation (harming wildlife)?
Jeff’s stroke count is down a little but he still looks
strong.
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16:30:20

:37

54

68

Swell,
but no
waves

1-2

68/63

Andrew McLaughlin

26.2 to GG
Some texture now, but still great conditions.
This is about where Simon encountered his shark.
Andrew reports a large “shark-like” shadow below him,
but cannot tell if it is something 12 feet long 15 feet
down or something bigger (like a whale) 100 feet down.
A little spooky but Andrew keeps swimming. Everyone
keeps close watch.
Swims by a dead floating bird.

17:30:09

:41

54

62

Lumpy

3-4

73/69

Amy Appelhans Gubser

She thinks she sees jellies mating and jokes about Jelly
Porn are made. Everyone is starting to get a little loopy.

18:30:20

:19

54

58

1 or
less

4

64/58

19:30:12

:27

55

59

1-2

2-3

54/51

20:30:09

:22

57

54

0-1

2-3

72/74

Kirk McKinney

Les Mangold
John Sims

Huge Jellies everywhere. Andrew is getting stung a lot.
Some are the size of garbage can lids. Most are about 812 inches in diameter. Orange/brown in color. Long
tentacles.
24.3 to GG at beginning of 4th rotation.
2-4 ft swell out of NW Air getting cooler and wind up a
little. Just a little lumpy out there for Amy.
Lots of jelly stings. Amy says “I got one in the face, one
on the arm, and one UP MY BUTT.”

Playing Dodge the Jellies (Dodge Ball) making it hard to
swim in a straight line.
22.4 to GG
Sea Nettle Parade below.
More stings.
Predictions are being made about the finish time (overly
optimistic), there is discussion about the timing of the
Ebb and next Flood. Everyone wants to swim as fast as
they can, but they know if they get there too EARLY,
they’ll have to swim in place.
20.8 to GG
Les is looking smooth and steady. It is getting colder and
gray out again. We are starting to see container ships
again.
Having fun joking around. Far fewer jellies now, but still
some nighttime zingers to keep them alert.
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21:30:08

:14

58

54

0-1

1-2

61/60

17.2 to GG
Wind down again. Soft water. Overall average pace is
back up. Each swimmer getting closer to 2 miles/leg
again.

22:30:20

:31

59

54

0-1

1-2

65/?

15.3 to GG
Team is working so well together. Very focused as they
settle in for a long night.

Jeff Everett

Predicting a 7-8:30 AM Finish at the Bridge.

Andrew McLaughlin

10:54 Huge sea lions jumping nearly on top of Andrew.
He doesn’t see it, but he does get stung and it stops him
in his tracks saying, “Holy crap. What the fuck was that.”
Giving those of us that were awake a good scare.

Observer Log
Swimmer

Time of
Transition
23:30:00

Transition
Duration
:15

Water
Temp
58

Air
Temp
54

Wave
Height
0

Wind
Speed
1

Stroke
Count
72/?

00:30:07 AM

:18

60

54

0

1

63/58

1:30:09

:45

60

54

0-1

1

47/51

10.0 to GG
More Sea Lions in the dark.

2:30:02

:26

59

54

0

1

70/68

9.56 to GG
Ebb is kicking in solid now. Slowing everyone down.

3:30:14

:21

59

53

1-2

5

61/?

9.8 to GG (NEGATIVE PROGRESS, LOSING GROUND)
Getting lumpy again from swell crossing up with Ebb.
Amazing how strong it is at almost 10 miles out. Nobody

Amy Appelhans Gubser

Kirk McKinney

Les Mangold
John Sims
Jeff Everett

Observations
13.6 to GG at beginning of 5th rotation.
“Something knocked by goggle off!” A log? Things that
go bump in the night. Swimming for over 24 hours. Team
is doing a good job forcing each other to sleep and eat.
At 12:03 we pass the Sea Buoy.
Amy only swims 1.7. Ebb must be kicking in. Amy notes
she is always swimming on the tide change.
11.9 to GG
Water is warm again. Les (on the boat) thinks he hears a
marching band or music in the distance. Hallucinations?
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thought it would be this strong this far out.
The new goal is “HOLD YOUR GROUND.”

4:30:09

:19

59

53

2

4-5

67/65

Andrew McLaughlin

At just after 4 AM, we discover no lights on either of the
spot trackers. The hand held is still tracking fine and
we’ve been logging progress in the observer log, so no
worries. People up watching the tracker think we’ve
given up, but there is no cell service for anyone to call us.
We later learn that Spot Tracker Gen3 operates for 24
hours, and must be powered back up. We lose close to 5
hours of data points, but the tracker once powered back
up shows the slow progress of .8 mph average over 4.2
miles during the strong ebb.
10.3 to GG
During Andrew’s shift, he hold ground, then loses 1/10 of
a mile, then gains it back. Swimming hard the whole
time.
4:44 Huge Cruise ship approaches and passes looking like
something out of Star Wars.

5:30:00

:11

59

53

1-2

4

67/65

6:30:02

:40

58

54

1-2

5

66/69

7:30:11

:26

58

55

2

7

8:30:15

:40

59

55

1-2

506

Amy Appelhans Gubser

Kirk McKinney

Les Mangold

John Sims

68/?

10.3 to GG NO FORWARD PROGRESS IN TWO HOURS
We know Amy’s shift marks the change of tides.
Everyone is hoping it will go slack soon.
Stuck next to the same damn buoy!!!
9.43 to GG FINALLY SOME PROGRESS
Ebb is easing and slack is on the way to the rescue.
Water is starting to look different. Less Ebb pushing
against the swell.
8.45 to GG
Lumpy again. A little more wind
Predictions of a 7:30 finish go out the window.
Still feeling some Ebb @ 8:AM
6.79 to GG
Flood is kicking in. Some arguments over how strong the
flood is going to be. Lots of checking apps and websites.
Some white caps. A little sloppy, but the flood has lifted
everyone’s spirits.
John covers 2.79 miles swimming tired but strong, with
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the help from the flood.
9:30:59

Jeff Everett

1 min
transition

59

55

2

6

65/70

4.0 to GG
Jeff goes in to tag John. Approaches slightly from the
side (but still behind) Everyone is so worried about
making a bad transition, they make Jeff swim back and
re-do the transition with John. There is no way they are
getting this close and making a mistake.
Everyone thinks that Andrew will be getting in to swim
the last few hundred yards, but the flood is so strong,
Jeff is flying along at nearly 5 mph.
With just a few hundred yards to go and the bridge
approaching quickly, we all know Jeff is going to finish
before the end of his leg - but it could be close.
Screaming and yelling ensue. Jeff can’t hear a thing.

Andrew McLaughlin

At 10:24:27 AM Jeff is clear of the Golden Gate and on
the East side of the bridge.
SUCCESS
Total Duration: 34:54:15
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Farallon Islands Relay
PRE SWIM REVIEW OF
Observer Plan and Rules Review

This document is intended to make sure everyone is on the same page prior to the big day.
1. Intended Swim
•
•
•

•
•
•

This swim is intended to be a “double crossing” and “relay swim” of the Farallon Channel.
The relay will consist of 6 swimmers and no more than 2 alternate swimmers.
Each relay member shall swim for a set amount of time, called a “leg.” The team shall choose its
own leg duration (recommended one hour, but no less than 30 minutes), but it must be the
same for each swimmer, and must remain constant throughout the duration of the relay. This
duration must be determined before the start of the swim.
Swim will be observed by independent observers
Swim will be submitted to FISF and MSF for review and documentation.
Swim will adhere to all FISF published rules.

2. Swim Course
For the purpose of documenting this swim, we will use the following course definitions:
•
•
•
•

Single=Point A to B (example: SERC to FI)
Double=Point A to B to A (example: SERC to FI to SERC )
Traverse=Point A to B to C (example: SERC to FI to Muir Beach)
Triple=Point A to B to A to B

2.b. Start/Finish Locations
•

•
•

This swim must start and finish on dry land above the high water mark, with the following
exceptions.
o IF a leg starts or ends at the GGB, the start/finish is “in the water” on the East side
of the GGB. (exact GPS to be recorded in the swim log)
o IF the leg starts or ends at the Farallon Islands, the start/finish involves the swimmer
touching the Northeast Buoy at the Farallon Islands. [add coordinates]
The team will set an “intended” course prior to the swim start.
The swim will be documented based on the final outcome of the swim, not the intent. For
example:
o If the intent is to swim a double SERC to FI to SERC, but results in a SERC to FI to Muir
Beach, this will be recorded as a successful “traverse.”
o If the swim turns at the FI Buoy but stops half way back to SF, this is a “single crossing.”
o If the swim turns at the FI Buoy and ends short of land, but inside the SF Bay, this is still
a “single crossing.”
 You could also argue this is a successful traverse (SERC > FI> GGB).

3. Chain of Command
•
•
•
•

While underway, the Captain of the boat has final authority over all. The Captain can stop the
swim for any reason at any time.
The Observer(s) have final authority over interpreting and enforcing the rules. An observer can
stop the swim for any rule violation or conduct that puts swimmers or crew in danger.
The Crew Chief is in charge of the swimmer and swimmer crew.
The Observer(s), Crew Chief, and Boat Captain will consult with each other on any safety
concerns that arise.

4. Documenting the Swim:
•

•
•
•
•

In addition to observer logs, it is recommended this swim uses two GPS devices to track and log
exact swimmer position throughout the swim. These devices will remain on the boat and the
boat will do everything possible to stay within a short distance (yards) of the swimmer at all
times.
Air and water temperature readings will be taken each hour.
Throughout the swim, stroke rate (in strokes per minute) will be taken during each leg/rotation.
Ocean and weather conditions will be noted throughout the swim.
Start time (at point A), time of relay swimmer exchange, duration of each exchange, end of leg 1
(arrival at point B), start of leg 2 (leaving point B), and finish time (arrival at point A or C) will all
be recorded in the observer log.

5. Rules used to observe and document this swim
This swim is being attempted as a marathon (ultra-marathon) swim.
The swim will follow traditions of marathon swimming and will be conducted in the spirit of marathon
swimming. Swimmers are permitted to wear a standard textile swimsuit, goggles, ear plugs, a nose clip,
and grease. Artificial aids – which are considered to be anything that improves speed, buoyancy, or heat
retention – are prohibited, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF WEARING 1 STANDARD LATEX OR SILICON SWIM
CAP LAYERED WITH ANOTHER STANDARD SWIM CAP OR A SECOND INSULATED SWIM CAP, WHICH MAY
OR MAY NOT INCLUDE A CHIN STRAP. (see below for clarification of swim attire).
Note: The practice of wearing two caps or layering a standard cap with a neoprene cap IS NOT usually
accepted in a marathon swim. This equipment is considered NON STANDARD and discouraged, but
allowed due to these caps being permitted and used in previous Farallon Channel swims.
Swim Rules
These rules will be read aloud by the observer before the swim attempt.
General Rules
1. The boat captain has the ultimate authority on the boat. (S)he may call off a swim at any time
because (s)he perceives that anyone’s safety may be in jeopardy.
2. The observer is in sole charge of interpreting the rules during a swim.
3. If the swim is called off, the swimmer must immediately exit the water.

4. The swimmer is permitted to wear one standard swimsuit, one standard latex or silicone swim
caps OR a standard swim cap layered with 1 insulated swim cap, goggles, ear plugs, a nose clip,
and may grease their body.
5. The swimmer may not use or be assisted by artificial aids of any kind. This includes, but is not
limited to, swim fins, webbed gloves, body tape, a watch that receives and displays GPS data, a
metronome or pace keeping device, audio players, or streamers (lane lines).
6. During the swim, the swimmer may not make supporting contact with any person or object.
7. The swimmer may not intentionally draft off either the escort boat or the support swimmer.
8. The swimmer must start from one natural connecting shore, standing above the water line, and
finish on one natural connecting shore, above the water line. The only exception to this rule is if
the swim starts or ends at the Farallon Islands OR starts and ends at the Golden Gate Bridge.
Acceptable start and end locations for THIS swim also include a position directly to the EAST of
the Golden Gate Bridge and by touching the Northeast Buoy at the Farallon Islands.
9. The observer is the single official timer of the swim and will record the official time in the
observer notes. (crew chief should synchronize watches with observers)
10. The timing of the swim begins/ends:
A. Mainland: the frst swimmer enters the water and clears the water
B. Farallon Island: Touches the Northeast Buoy
C. GGB: Enters the Water east of the GGB or Finishes by passing back into the SF Bay, East
of the GGB and clearing the bridge.
11. No alcoholic beverages may be consumed by anybody associated with the swim or the escort
vessel, prior to the swim or while the swim is in progress.
12. A swimmer must not take any drugs that are on the U.S. Olympic Committee's list of prohibited
medications.
13. The swimmer or crew may not intentionally pollute the ocean with trash or debris (including but
not limited to feed cups and gel packs) at any point before, during, or after the swim, from dock
to dock.
14. The swimmer or crew may not intentionally harm any wildlife at any point before, during, or
after the swim, from dock to dock.
Double/Multiple Crossings
1. Each single crossing (called a “leg”) must conform to each of the General Rules above.
[2-4 not applicable WRT Farallon Island turn-a-round by touching a buoy]
2. After completing one leg of a multiple-crossing by clearing the water, the swimmer must reenter the water to begin the subsequent leg (if applicable) no more than ten minutes later.
3. During this time between legs (the “interlude”), the swimmer may be handed food, medicines,
swimming apparel, and grease, but (s)he cannot be touched by anyone.
4. The elapsed time of the swim continues running during the interlude.
Relay
1. A relay team may be comprised of any number of swimmers between two and six.

2. Each member of the relay team must conform to each of the General Rules above.
3. The relay must designate a crew chief. The crew chief is not allowed to swim.
4. Each relay member shall swim for a set time period – called a “leg” – each time he or she enters
the water. The team shall choose its own leg duration, but it must be the same for each
swimmer, and must remain constant throughout the duration of the relay.
5. The order of rotation must remain the same throughout the duration of the relay.
6. Swimmer exchange: The new swimmer must approach the preceding swimmer from behind,
pass him or her (recommend touching hands above the water.) The exchange must not exceed
five minutes.
7. A relay team may substitute an “alternate” in place of a core team member, provided: (a) the
alternate was identified in advance of the swim, and (b) the core member has not yet entered
the water to begin a leg. No more than two alternate substitutions are allowed. (This
circumstance may arise if, for example, a team member fails to show up at the dock, or a team
member becomes sick or otherwise disabled on the ride to the starting point.)
8. Any relay member who has swum any part of any leg is not eligible to be replaced with an
alternate.
9. If any swimmer exits the water before his or her leg is completed, or does not enter the water
when his or her leg is scheduled to begin, the relay is disqualified.

Clarification of Allowed Swimwear and Devices
1. Swimwear / costume
1. For men: One porous swimsuit made from textile materials, which does not extend
below the knees or above the navel. Jammer-style suits are permissible.
2. For women: One porous swimsuit in one or two pieces, made from textile materials,
which does not cover the neck, extend past the shoulder, nor extend below the knees.
3. In general, these guidelines are equivalent to those for FINA pool competition.
2. Swim cap: standard-style, constructed from latex or silicone. Also allowed (for this swim only) is
to wear 1 insulated neoprene cap. One or two caps (max) are allowed for this swim.
3. Any device or apparel that improves speed, buoyancy, or heat retention other than the items
listed above is considered to be an artificial aid and is prohibited.
4. The swimmer may not use or be assisted by artificial aids of any kind. This includes, but is not
limited to, swim fins, webbed gloves, body tape, a watch that receives and displays GPS data, a
metronome or pace keeping device, audio players, and streamers (lane lines). If the swimmer is
uncertain whether a device or apparel item is allowed under these rules, he or she should seek
clarification from the observer well in advance of the swim attempt.
Mandatory Pre-Swim Requirements
1. Escort boat and pilot:
A. Capacity. The escort boat must be large enough to legally accommodate the swimmer,
observer(s) and support crew. It is the swimmer’s responsibility to determine the boat
has sufficient capacity before booking. Keep in mind, the swimmers counts toward this
capacity even if he or she is in the water.

B. 12-Hour Rule. According to the USCG “12 Hour Rule,” a commercial boat captain may
not work for more than 12 of any 24 hours at sea, except in an emergency when life or
property is endangered. If the escort pilot is a commercial captain, and the swim
attempt may last more than 12 hours (dock to dock), it is the swimmer’s responsibility
to ensure there is a second licensed captain aboard the vessel. Note: If the escort pilot is
not a commercial boat captain, this rule does not apply.
C. Familiarity with rules. The boat pilot must be familiar with these swim rules.

